CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE
COMMUNITY PROJECT
FACULTY:

MS. ASIMA FAISAL

GROUP MEMBERS:

- Farheen Lalwani: Conducting the session
- Samia Jamil: Making of Video, making of giveaways
- Shamsa Amin: Making of Report, making of giveaways
- Irfan-ul-Haque: Arranging the logistics and snacks, photography
Child sexual abuse occurs when an adult or adolescent uses a child for sexual purposes. It involves exposing a child to any kind of sexual activity or behavior. It is a betrayal of trust and an abuse of power over the child and is often accompanied by other forms of mistreatment.
Child abuse occurs in all income levels not just low income household.

Girls and boys are abused equally.

Abusers can be men and women.

Child abuse encompasses physical and psychological sexual contact.

Children do not make up stories about abuse.

Children are often too scared to report abuse.

Abusers prey on shy, quiet and introverted children.
Long-term Goal: To eliminate child sexual abuse.

Strategy:
To make it unacceptable to abuse children in any community. To make known what actions children can take if they are being abused, have been abused, are abusing, or suspect abuse.
WHAT
• Community Awareness Session

WHO
• 6 to 11 years
• 60 participants
• Boys and girls

WHERE
• At Aly Abad Community

WHEN
• November 12, 2017 from 2-4 PM.

HOW
• Interactive Session with videos and pictures

WHY
• To raise awareness amongst young children about “Child Sexual Abuse”.
• To help us in learning the nuances of becoming a Health Manager and taking a session solely on our own.
INVITATION

SAY NO NOW!

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 2017 2 PM - 4 PM

ALYABAD JAMATKHANA

Child abuse is a major national concern. Studies show that each year over one million children are abused. The children who live through years of sexual assault bear emotional scars that can last for years. Proper recognition and reporting is a fundamental first step in addressing the tragedy. Thus imperative that our children be equipped with knowledge to stop the abuse in time. The mini workshop aims at training the young minds for the same.

Telling the names of all body parts including private parts.

Don’t keep secrets from your parents. Tell All!

Only a few can touch you and see you naked.

Love your body and be open about what happens to it.

Safe Kids = NO, GO, TELL.

STUDENTS
Farheen Lalwani
Irfan-ul-Haque
Samia Jamil
Shamia Amin Hussaini
BAR Barriers:

- Discomfort
- Not knowing the answer
- Not knowing age-appropriate information
- Fear of getting offended or of offending others
- Being careful with the language
WHAT WE DISCUSSED
Zones of Good and Bad Touch
SAFETY LESSONS ON CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE

See Alert

Hold Alert

Talk Alert

Alone Alert

Touch Alert
Safe Kids No! Go! Tell!
SAFETY CIRCLE

Parents

Teachers

Caregivers

Grandparents
The session was very interactive and comprised of videos and healthy discussion. All the participating children were involved actively and took interest in learning. Also, they reiterated the content of the session effectively.

Community leaders appreciated the efforts and parents’ feedback was also received.
Giveaways 😊
FUTURE DIRECTION

• An insight about this topic.
• We ought to keep taking the session with other groups of children to be a part of this cause.
Thanks to ‘Dr. Asima Faisal’ for providing us with the idea and opportunity to execute and conduct this community project.

Also, the team at Alyabad Community for their swift and considerate aid.